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Editorial
Dear GGI Members,
Now that spring has finally sprung and
everything is blooming and flourishing,
we are pleased to present the latest issue
of INSIDER, with a colourful mix of international news stories, fascinating topics,
comment articles, interviews and background information.
Here is a taster of some of the topics
you can look forward to reading about in
this issue:
The GGI Leadership Forum in Eisenberg aims to exchange ideas and discuss
experiences with other successful GGI
member firms’ managing partners and
CEOs on best practices, risk management, partnership structures and strategic planning.
We also will report on the remarkable
GGI European conference, which took
place recently in Munich, and on the upcoming Latin American conference, which
will be held in Bogotá in July.
We are delighted to report positive
news from our Swiss member Fiduciaire
FIDAG SA, which has received the highest
level of recognition from the Swiss Federal Audit Oversight Authority. Russian GGI
member Yakovlev & Partners also shares
news of its ongoing success.
The GGI app, which we introduced in
the last INSIDER issue, is now available
to all GGI members. It offers all iPhone
CONTENT

users quick and easy access to the GGI
membership list, details of GGI events
and the GGI corporate video – regardless
of where you are, you can carry the GGI
world with you in your pocket.
The latest printed GGI membership
directory is now available in GGI’s online
shop.
GGI practice groups play an active role
in numerous projects. In this issue, GGI
member Johan F. Langelaar introduces
the newly established practice group “International Dispute Resolution (IDR)”.
The Real Estate practice group reports on
its successful participation in the famous
MIPIM Real Estate fair in Cannes, where
GGI members had a joint stand this year.
Dr. László Tunyogi informs us about public procurement procedures. GGI is planning to set up a new practice group with
the participation of public procurement
expert companies and specialists at the
GGI World Conference in Toronto.
Simon Rutherford and Allan Farrar
share some thoughts with us on the Australian climate for investment opportunities
and Ricky Wong discusses some fascinating facts about Hong Kong. GGI member
EisnerLubin llp offers some useful tips on
how to be successful in the market.
In an exclusive interview, Professor Dr.
Teodoro Cocca, banking specialist and
Professor for Asset & Wealth Management at Johannes Kepler University in
GET PDF

Linz, reveals his opinions on the financial
markets and the euro.
Deborah Matz shares some interesting information on the subject of risk
management with us.
Members of the International Tax practice group (ITPG) inform us of the latest
news and developments in their countries.
We are delighted that there is so much
evident interest in the Insider, a fact borne
out by the many interesting and useful
pieces sent in to us. It is excellent that
there is such a lively exchange of opinions
and information and that so many countries all over the world are keeping each
other posted on their business and sharing their views on current economic and
financial trends. It is precisely this that
distinguishes a global network like Geneva Group International: being present and
deriving mutual benefit and knowledge
which transcends national borders.
The next major opportunity of participating is the forthcoming GGI Leadership
Forum in Eisenberg. We look forward to
seeing many of you again and hope that in
the meantime, you will enjoy sunny spring
days crowned with great success!
Enjoy dipping into the brand new issue of INSIDER.
All the best,
Your GGI team

➜ 16-19 June 2011
GGI Leadership Forum
Eisenberg – Austria
➜ 21-24 July 2011
GGI Latin American
Regional Conference
Bogotá – Colombia
➜ 9-11 September 2011
GGI German Speaking Chapter
Leiden – Netherlands
➜ 25-27 October 2011
GGI North American Conference
Toronto – Canada
➜ 27-30 October 2011
GGI World Conference
Toronto – Canada
➜ 18-20 November 2011
GGI EasyMeet
Bucharest – Romania
➜ 16-18 December 2011
GGI Asian Regional Conference
Kuala Lumpur - Malaysia
Please refer to our website for
actualised information and additional events: www.ggi.com, entry
“Events”
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GGI Leadership Forum at Hotel “The Eisenberg” – Burgenland, Austria

16-19 June 2011: GGI
Leadership Forum 2011
in Eisenberg, Austria
Leadership in GGI member firms presents a particular set of challenges. Participants of the GGI Leadership Forum
will discuss several concepts of business
leadership as they apply to independent
professional firms. The presentations,
workshops and discussions that will take
place are going to provide a forum for
experienced and knowledgeable input

from GGI business leaders who often
don’t have anyone in their business with
whom to discuss matters of leadership,
strategy, family issues, the intersection of
personal and business cash flow and the
toll that the business can take on their
personal lives.
The GGI Leadership Forum is also

...next page
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a unique opportunity for partners and
managing partners of GGI member
firms to explore a critical and chronically vexing problem – namely, what
don’t I know that could be holding my
business back from healthy and robust
growth?
The aim of this Leadership Forum
is to have a vivid exchange of ideas, to
allow quality networking amongst partners and managing partners of GGI
firms and to discuss concepts and strategies that increase business, enhance
marketing activities, assist decision
making and generate new ideas, in a
pleasant environment with like-minded
fellow members from all over the world.
These Topics will have priority on
this year’s Leadership Forum:
Entrepreneurialism and Innovation
Marketing and pricing strategies
Risk detection and risk management

Keynote speaker Oliver Rothschild
CONTENT

Antiques. To a broader public he is also
known for presenting TV-programmes
for the BBC and Channel 4 and for the
co-production of a BBC series. He has
also acted as a consultant for the hotel,
restaurant and leisure industries. Oliver
Rothschild is serving as Non Executive
Chairman of several large corporations
and holds directorships with substantial PLC’s and companies all over the
world. He is also active for numerous
charities and has held several key positions such as Chairman of UNICEF (apJames J. Smart
Creating a multi office practice
Successful business leadership
GGI member James J. Smart, CEO
of Nihill & Riedley P.C., a Smart Devine
Company, Philadelphia, discusses what
it takes to grow a $100 million accounting and consulting business. In this absorbing discussion he informs how he
built his field of dreams at Smart Business Advisory and Consulting LLC and
is now applying this knowledge to his
current venture.
GGI Honorary Vice President Oliver
Rothschild will deliver a key note speech
on Entrepreneurialism and innovation.
Oliver Rothschild brings a valuable
and extensive international network to
GGI. He is well known for successful
business development in the following
areas: Real Estate, ICT and Entertainment, Public Relations, Fine Arts and
GET PDF

peals committee), Senior Entrepreneur
Fellow of Essex University, Chairman
of the “Industry and Entrepreneurs Forum” and “The Sustainable Business
Steering Group”, as well as national and
international think tanks, business angel organisations and other institutions.
Oliver Rothschild is a much acclaimed
speaker and is fluent in five languages.
GGI members, who have not yet
registered for the GGI Leadership Forum, can do so. Please use the online
registration tool at www.ggi.com

21-24 July 2011: GGI Latin
American Conference
in Bogotá, Colombia
By Dr. Miguel Mantelli
This year the tenth Latin American
Regional conference will be held, a veritable landmark for the region. The conference will be hosted by GGI member firm
Tower Consulting, based in Bogotá, and
represented in all organisational-related
matters by Camilo Torres Jr. The event
is to be held at the Bogotá Plaza Summit Hotel, which is located in one of the
city’s most eye-catching areas.

Year on year the conference has witnessed an increase in the number of participants, while the subjects discussed
have been an inspiration to all the professionals within the GGI network.
This year Dr. Miguel Mantelli, GGI regional Manager, and the host firm Tower Consulting expect to have the largest
number of representatives ever at the
conference, and to have members from
different parts of the world in attendance.

...next page
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In particular, they wish to extend a welcome to the members from the North
American region.
The International Taxation Practice
Group (ITPG) will hold a meeting on
Thursday, 21 July, in English. It should
be pointed out that the remainder of the
conference is in Spanish, but interpreters shall be available at all times.
A copy of the diverse and interesting
agenda can be downloaded directly at:
www.ggi.com (internal section/ events).
Arvind Hickman, the editor of the International Accounting Bulletin (IAB),
will be in attendance to give a talk on the
IAB in English and he will have information for a possible cooperation with GGI.

Also in English will be the talk „United
States Laws Affecting Latin American Executives and Financial Institutions“ to be presented by Steven Cantor from Miami, FL.
Additionally, there will be lectures that
will be of the utmost interest from a professional and marketing point of view:
		International rules of financial information for small- and medium-sized
companies, by GGI member from El
Salvador, Sr. Jorge Ramírez.
		Quality control programme among
member companies, by GGI representative from Mexico, Sr. José Manuel Zarate Paz.
		Conclusions and interaction drawn
from the successful European tour by

The main square (Plaza Bolivar) of Colombia’s capital city Bogota
the GGI Latin American team, to be
presented by Sr. Gustavo Traversoni
from Buenos Aires.
The whole conference will take place
within an atmosphere of friendliness, camaraderie, joviality and good humour for
which GGI conferences are renowned.
Please note down already the 2012
Latin American regional conference,
which is to be held in Miami.
Additionally, this is an opportunity to
see the other side of Colombia that is very
different to the one portrayed in the newspapers and on television: a magical Colombia, steeped in culture, whose friendly
and hospitable people will make your stay
unforgettable, and where you will be able
to visit attractions such as the Salt Cathedral, which has been declared Colombia’s
First Wonder and is unique in Latin Amer-

View of downtown Bogota in Colombia
CONTENT
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ica, or the famous Andres Carne de Res
restaurant, which is considered to be one
of the best restaurants in the world due
to its appealing décor and setting. You
will discover that the only risk you face in
Colombia is that you will want to stay.
We look forward to seeing many of you
in Bogotá for the tenth Latin American

...next page

The Salt Cathedral – Catedral de Sal
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REVIEW GGI EVENTS
conference. To register, please contact
Karina Szustyk in the Latin American regional office at kszustyk@geneva-group.
com.ar or Carlos Pelaez, Tower Consulting, at carlos.pelaez@tower-consulting.
com

The famous Andres Carne de Res restaurant

Dr. Miguel Mantelli
GGI Regional Manager Latin America
Buenos Aires, Argentina
E: mmantelli@ggi.com
W: www.ggi.com

7-10 April 2011: GGI
European Conference
Munich, Germany
The annual GGI European Conference
took place in Munich, Germany from 7
to 10 April 2011 at the Vier JahreszeitenHotel. It was hosted by GGI member
firms Habersetzer Sinzinger & Kollegen,
Wendler Tremml Law Firm and co-hosted
by GGI member firms Jakoby Dr. Baumhof and Munkert & Partner. With 200
participants, this was the largest ever
GGI European conference.
CONTENT

An emphasis of the conference was on
renewable energies and the saying “The
sun shines down on all of us…” proved
to be perfectly true, with three splendid
sunny days in the Bavarian capital.
Prof. Dr. Norbert Walter, Chief Economist emeritus of Deutsche Bank and
Managing Director of Walter & Daughters Consult, held a fascinating and interactive key note speech on ‘Banks were
GET PDF

saved – who will
save the planet?’
All Chairpersons
presented their practice groups and the
development, challenges and changes
in the last year before having their
individual Practice
Group Meetings in
the afternoon.
The
practice
group Renewable
Energies was in- Traditional Bavarian Ratskeller
troduced by its
Chairperson Dr. Michael Bihler. Several traditional Bavarian Ratskeller which is
situations and possible solutions were ad- directly below Munich town hall.
dressed during the first separate practice
The Bavarian Minister of Finance,
group meeting that afternoon.
Georg Fahrenschon was guest of honour
The Friday Dinner took place at the 
...next page

Key note speaker Prof. Dr. Norbert
Walter

Georg Fahrenschon, Bavarian Minister of
Finance, at the “Ratskeller“
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and the evening’s key note speaker. He
underlined the importance of strong independent firms from all over the world
getting together in Munich.
The various workshops were held on
Saturday morning, including one on ‘Establishing a new practice group: Litigation’. This is now a newly formed practice
group and will have its first Meeting at
the World Conference in Toronto in October 2011 under the title: International
Dispute Resolution. Johan F. Langelaar
will be Chairperson and Karl Friedrich
Dumoulin, Vice Chairperson. Please re-

fer to page 18 for a brief introduction on
the group.
After two intense days of presentations, networking and discussions the
participants had the chance to relax and
unwind by taking some time off for shopping or sightseeing options in Munich.
As every year, the conference ended with
a black tie Gala Dinner with a live band
and dancing.
The next GGI European Conference
will take place in Cannes, France from 26
to 29 April 2012.

Belgium
ACCO Accountants
Prins Boudewijnlaan 177-179
2610 Wilrijk
Antwerp
Belgium
T: +32 3 448 00 55
F: +32 3 448 28 08
E: info@accoaccountants.be
W: www.accoaccountants.be
Company languages: Dutch, English,
French, German. Contact persons: Sven Cornelis, sven.cornelis@accoaccountants.be;
Cyriel
Cornelis,
cyriel.cornelis@
accoaccountants.be. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting,
Management Consulting.

Sven Cornelis

Audience at the GGI European Conference in Munich
CONTENT
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Cyriel Cornelis

Mexico
Guerrero y Santana, S.C.
Blvd. Rodolfo Sánchez Taboada No. 10488
Piso 8, Zona Río
P.O. Box 22010
Tijuana, Baja California
Mexico
T: +52 664 634 25 23
F: +52 664 634 25 23
E: administracion@guerrerosantana.com.mx
W: www.guerrerosantana.com.mx
Company languages: Spanish, English, Italian. Contact person: Sergio Guerrero Rosas, sguerrero@guerrerosantana.com.mx.
Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy
Services, Tax Consulting, Law Firm, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance.

Sergio Guerrero
Rosas

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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Netherlands
StroekenRossieau
Laan van Diepenvoorde 3
5582 LA Waalre
Eindhoven
Netherlands
T: +31 40 211 75 90
F: +31 40 212 98 11
E: mail@stroeken.nl
W: www.stroeken.nl

Associated Accountants & Consultants
Al-Andalous Commercial Center
P.O. Box 60930
11555 Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
T: +966 1 460 25 51
F: +966 1 460 24 70
E: info@aaccountants.com.sa
W: www.aaccountants.com.sa

Company languages: Dutch, English, German. Contact person: Fred Stroeken,
f.stroeken@stroeken.nl . Services: Financial
Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, International Trust & Estate Planning.

Further offices: Dammam & Jeddah. Company languages: Arabic, English, Urdu. Contact person: Hasan Othman, hothman@
aaccountants.com.sa. Services: Financial
Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Corporate Finance.

Fred Stroeken

Hasan Othman

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia
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Financial Transaction House
Andalur Road, Sohaili Centre office # 505
21446 Jeddah
Saudi Arabia
T: +966 2 657 30 30
F: +966 2 657 33 66
E: info@fthgulf.com
W: www.fthgulf.com
Further offices: Riyadh, Dammam and GCC
Region. Company languages: Arabic, English. Contact person: Faisal Al Sayrafi, faisal.
alsayrafi@fthgulf.com. Services: Financial
Audit & Accountancy Services , Corporate
Finance.

Faisal Al Sayrafi

Taiwan
Dinkum & Co., CPAs
4F., No.176, Changchun Rd., Taipei
Taiwan
T: +886 2 2515 01 30
F: +886 2 2507 78 27
E: dktp@dkcpa.com.tw
W: www.dkcpa.com.tw
Further offices: Taichung, Changhua. Company languages: Chinese, English. Contact
person: Wu Mengta, mengta@dkcpa.com.
tw. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Management
Consulting, Corporate Finance.

Mengta Wu

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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Turkey
GRANIT CPA
Audit and Consulting Ltd
Nergiz Sokak No:19/12
Kavaklidere, Cankaya
Ankara
Turkey
T: +90 312 466 84 84
F: +90 312 466 84 85
E: infoankara@granitymm.com
W: www.granitymm.com
Company languages: Turkish, English. Contact person: Murat Tenekecioglu, muratt@
granitymm.com. Services: Financial Audit &
Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance.

Murat
Tenekecioglu

Cumberland Ellis LLP
Atrium Court, 15 Jockey’s Fields
London, WC1R 4QR
United Kingdom
T: +44 20 7242 04 22
F: +44 20 7831 90 81
E: contact@cumberlandellis.com
W: www.cumberlandellis.com
Company languages: English, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Greek. Contact person: Jeremy Lederman, jeremylederman@
cumberlandellis.com. Services: Law Firm.

Jeremy Lederman

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
CONTENT

United
States

United
Kingdom
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Nihill & Riedley P.C.
The Public Ledger Building
Suite 800
150 South Independence Mall West
Philadelphia, PA 19106
United States
T: +1 215 238 84 50
F: +1 215 238 84 69
E: info@nihillriedley.com
W: www.nihillriedley.com
Company languages: English. Contact person: James J. Smart, jsmart@nihillriedley.
com. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting.

James J. Smart

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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New GGI practice group:
International Dispute
Resolution (IDR)
During the GGI European Conference
in Munich, the new practice group on International Dispute Resolution (IDR) was
successfully established by Chairman Johan F. Langelaar, TeekensKarstens advocaten notarissen, www.tk.nl. Seventeen
members from nine different countries
enthusiastically discussed the broad field
of litigation and arbitration, exchanged
experiences and defined targets for the
work of the new group. Vice Chairman
Dr. Karl Friedrich Dumoulin, FPS Fritze
Wicke Seelig, www.fps-law.de, will distribute a questionnaire amongst the group
members to obtain detailed information
on the participants’ areas of practice and
experiences.
One of the major objectives of the
IDR group will be the production of a
handbook about litigation in different
jurisdictions. The exchange of experience and knowledge, the development
of tactics, strategies and proceedings
and the use of synergies will certainly
also be a major part of the group’s work.
IDR group members will be kept up to
date with international information and
issues relevant to areas of their practice.
CONTENT

The group allows each member expert
to maintain a holistic view and channel
their expertise into assisting their clients
with their specific business needs. Being an expert of the IDR practice group
will result in faster case transitions in
cross-border disputes and a better understanding of the different regional litigation procedures.
Some subjects that will be focused on
in the new group are:
Regional and international litigation/
arbitration;
(Regional and international) class actions and class action comparison
(USA/ASIA/EU);
(Regional and international) mass
torts (class) actions and comparison
(USA/ASIA/EU);
EU litigation about procedural litigation (jurisdiction and forum shopping);
EU litigation comparison (USA/ASIA/
EU) : banking/corporate governance,
competition law, consumer law, climate law, privacy law, food and tobacco;
(International and regional) intellecGET PDF

GGI practice group IDR Chairman Johan
F. Langelaar

GGI practice group IDR Vice Chairman
Dr. Karl Friedrich Dumoulin

tual property protection and legal procedures;
(International and regional) trail tactics: case intake, evidence collection/
recovery, pleading strategy, communication hardware/software during proceedings, (cross) examination tactics,
seizing and attachment proceedings,
interim injunction proceedings and
pre witness hearings;
Case approach of workgroups: small
workshops where litigators approach
a new case and present their defence
tactics based on procedural rules
from different regions;
Mediation
Pre-trial discovery
Enforcement of judgements
Pros and cons of arbitrage versus
public litigation

The tasks of the lawyer for the client
referring a case to a lawyer abroad
ECC regulations
The role of the European Court
GGI members who are experienced
international corporate and commercial
litigators and interested in participating
in the group are welcome to contact Johan F. Langelaar, langelaar@tklaw.nl.

GGI member firm
TeekensKarstens advocaten notarissen
(Law firm)
Leiden, Alphen aan den Rijn, Lisse,
The Netherlands
Johan F. Langelaar
E: Langelaar@tklaw.nl
W: www.tk.nl
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Real Estate practice
group at the
MIPIM 2011 in Cannes
By Dr. Reinhard Nacke
GGI member conferences are useful
for meeting each other and exchanging
ideas and experiences. Yet it is also true
that this does not automatically result
in new business. Only if members are
able to acquire sufficient international
business will they be able to generate referrals. GGI is one way to acquire international business. However, this means
that GGI has to be effectively marketed.
This awareness formed the basis of
the International Handbook Real Estate,
which was published by the Real Estate
practice group three years ago. Although
this was also aimed at GGI members, it
was primarily for existing and future clients.
Now the practice group has taken it
one step further. The firms Anthony &
Co., FPS Rechtsanwälte & Notare, Hansen Sonderby & Co., Konecná & Safár
and Volaw leased a stand for GGI at MIPIM, the world’s largest real estate exhibition, in Cannes. Despite the stand not
being one of the most impressive at the
exhibition in visual terms, the presence
CONTENT

of GGI was effective. The shared stand
included two lounge areas for meeting
and talking with stand visitors, as well
as shelves for displaying brochures from
participating firms. The stand was also
equipped with snacks, a fridge with cold
beverages, and a hostess.
Given the rather low visual appeal
of the stand, representatives had to actively pursue networking opportunities.
Sulina Piat from Anthony & Co was particularly successful in this regard, while
Radka Konecná and Dagmar Yoder from
Konecná & Safár were able to secure
numerous appointments before the exhibition started and also embraced a
demanding schedule of evening parties
during MIPIM. The other participants
also made the most of their evenings,
engaging with interesting businesspeople and colleagues at business dinners,
which they either organised themselves
or that were arranged by Robert Anthony. Overall, every participant was able
to not only cultivate their many existing contacts, but also forge new ones.
Participation at the MIPIM 2012 should
therefore be given serious considerGET PDF

GGI at MIPIM, the world’s largest real estate exhibition, in Cannes
ation, as well as the potential option of
increasing the number of firms. In order
to procure a good stand location, a decision will have to be made in the first half
of 2011. It will also be necessary to discuss the possibilities for receiving sponsorship or other funding. At this event,
the participating firms shouldered the
cost themselves, with the exception of
a contribution made by GGI for which
the participants express their thanks.
Thank you also to the Anthony & Co. exhibition team for their outstanding work
preparing the stand, the Volaw team for
designing the GGI exhibition brochure
and the Hansen Sonderby & Co. team
for making it possible to book the stand

at the last minute and handling the financial aspects.
GGI members interested in joining
the practice group Real Estate or participating in the joint stand at MIPIM in
2012 are welcome to contact Dr. Reinhard Nacke, nacke@fps-law.de, chairman of the group.
GGI member firm
FPS Fritze Wicke Seelig
(Law Firm)
Dusseldorf, Berlin, Frankfurt, Hamburg,
Germany
Dr. Reinhard Nacke
E: nacke@fps-law.de
W: www.fps-law.de
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GGI member firm FIDAG
enters the big league
Fiduciary
FIDAG SA in brief
Established in: 1959
Location: Switzerland
Activities: auditing, tax, accountancy, consultancy
Turnover: over CHF 10 million
Number of clients: over 2,000
Number of auditing engagements: around 900
Number of employees: around 70
19 certified public accountants,
fiduciary experts, tax experts and
experts in finance and controlling
(holders of Federal diplomas)
10 specialists in finance and accounting with “brevet fédéral”
(Swiss Federal certificate)
Languages spoken: French, English, German, Italian, Portuguese

CONTENT

By Marc-André Ballestraz
and Yves Darbellay
Fiduciary FIDAG SA receives the highest level of recognition from the Swiss
Federal Audit Oversight Authority.

Authorisation is
necessary in Switzerland
It is no longer possible to operate as
a non-professional auditing firm in Switzerland. The legislation which came into
force in the country on 1 January 2008
means it is now compulsory to be listed
in the commercial register and obtain official authorisation in order to operate as
an auditing firm. There are different types
of authorisation depending on the size of
the company being audited.
To audit small companies, it is necessary to obtain an “agrément de réviseur” (audit authorisation); if the small
company has fewer than 10 employees, it
can choose not to have its accounts audited. For large companies, an “agrément
d’expert-réviseur” (expert audit authorisation) is necessary, and for public companies (those listed on the stock exchange
or which appeal for public funds), audit
firms require special authorisation and
GET PDF

must submit to regulation by the State.
These authorisations are granted by
the Swiss Federal Audit Oversight Authority (FAOA), part of the Federal Department
of Justice and Police, which is responsible
for monitoring audit firms.

FIDAG and GGI –
a long history of
cooperation

What is involved in obtaining authorisation for audit firms under
State oversight?

FIDAG, which operates in Switzerland, joined the Geneva Group International around ten years ago and participates actively in events organised
by the Group, including European and
global conferences and other events.
FIDAG fully subscribes to the values of the Geneva Group International,
placing great importance on expertise,
quality, diligence and confidentiality.
Thanks to the Geneva Group International, FIDAG has been able to
develop special relationships at international level with other members of
the group, and is therefore able to offer
high-quality services to its international
clients, particularly in the field of taxation. Tax advice, domiciliation and company management are all key elements
of FIDAG’s activities. Switzerland offers
numerous tax advantages for both individuals and legal entities. Many companies establish branches in Switzerland
in order to benefit from particular laws
offering considerable tax advantages.
As a result of the Geneva Group
International’s rapid development, FIDAG is able to collaborate with members based in Latin America, the United States, Asia and Eastern Europe.

In order to obtain this authorisation,
audit firms must meet very strict standards in terms of their internal organisation and the quality of audit services offered to clients.
FIDAG was inspected by the FAOA
for a period of more than three months.
The company’s internal processes were
examined in detail and an audit file was
thoroughly checked in order to ascertain
the quality of the services being offered.
As part of the inspection of internal processes, the company culture, regulations
governing independence, continuing professional development and the system for
assuring the quality of services were analysed.

Why did the company want
to obtain this authorisation?
FIDAG wanted to obtain this authorisation because its clients already include
a company listed on the stock exchange,
branches of international listed companies and important SMEs. FIDAG has

...next page
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always invested in providing high-quality
services. It has developed particular areas
of expertise (information technology auditing, taxation, setting up internal control
systems, and accounting standards such
as the Swiss GAAP RPC and IFRS) over
the past few years, with a view to anticipating changes to the law and remaining
competitive in the field of auditing.
Many employees are involved in running
professional development seminars, are
members of technical committees at the
Swiss Fiduciary Chamber or run courses
at the University. It therefore seemed a
natural step to try to obtain this recognition.

Impact on company’s activities
FIDAG is a recognised fiduciary in Switzerland. This authorisation will confirm its
recognised status and allow it to continue

its development in all areas of activity.
FIDAG remains a “universal” fiduciary,
offering a wide range of services. Its employees carry out a number of company
management tasks and offer well-founded advice on company management. Specialists with expertise in the fields of accounting and tax are also highly valued by
the client base.
GGI member firm
Fiduciaire Fidag SA
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance)
Crans-Montana, Sion, Martigny,
Switzerland
Marc-André Ballestraz
E: marc-andre.ballestraz@fidag-sa.ch
Yves Darbellay
E: yves.darbellay@fidag-sa.ch
W: www.fidag-sa.ch

GGI member firm
Volaw receives
Citywealth Accolades
Alicia McGinney, a Senior Manager
in Volaw Trust Company’s Wealth Structuring Group, was named as winner of
CONTENT

the Trustee of the Year by Citywealth
magazine at the Magic Circle Awards
2011 ceremony on 12 May. The awards
GET PDF

were announced
during a dinner
attended by nearly
400 guests at the
Landmark Hotel
in London.
Alicia was selected by a panel
of judges who are
all respected senior practitioners
in wealth management. In addition, votes cast
online by industry
practitioners and
others counted
towards the over- Gyles Brandreth, Alicia McGinney (Volaw), John Perkins (Key
all result. Glow- Trust) and John Carrell (Farrer & Co)
ing testimonials
from clients supported Alicia, who was
competing against a shortlist of established senior wealth structuring professionals from many recognised names
in the trust industry.
Managing Director of Volaw, Robert
Christensen, who was himself named
on the Citywealth Industry Leaders List,
said: “We are delighted that Alicia has
GGI member firm
been recognised for the sterling service
Volaw Trust & Corporate Services Limited
she provides her clients. Her proactive
(Corporate Finance, International Trust &
approach to meeting, and often surEstate Planning)
passing, client needs is highly appreciAlicia McGinney
ated by the high net worth individuals
E: amcginney@volaw.com
and families in her care. The accolades
Robert Christensen
that Alicia and I have received from
E: rchristensen@volaw.com
Citywealth reflect the high standards of
W: www.volaw.com
service upon which Volaw prides itself.”
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GGI member firm was recommended

Yakovlev & Partners
Law offices entering
the Legal 500’s rating
The results of the regular research
of the Russian legal services market,
which is annually held by one of the
most competent world reference books
Legal 500, became known on March 31,
2011. In the British researchers’ opinion, the “Yakovlev & Partners” is one of
Russia’s best in the categories “Litigation & Arbitration” and “Energy & Natural Resources”.
«At Yakovlev & Partners, Andrey Yakovlev’s team’s ‘professionalism and
ability to find alternative solutions
and develop approaches to execution
of the task are among their strengths
and qualities’» (Legal 500 EMEA 2010).
Entering the Legal 500’s rating became a praiseworthy continuation of
the steady course of development set
by the Company in the recent years.
Thus, according to newspaper
“Kommersant” in early 2010 the “Yakovlev & Partners” Law Offices was
CONTENT

included in the number of three best
law companies in Russia. According to
rating of “Pravo.Ru-300” published by
the leading Russian law portal in the
end of 2010, the company joined the
number of Russia’s best law firms in
the categories “Arbitration”, “Commercial Real Estate” and “Corporate Law”.
In March 2011 one of the units of the
law Group – Moscow Collegium of Advocates “Yakovlev & Partners”- became
the National prize winner in advocacy.
Earlier, the Company was recognized by
“Pravo.Ru” as the best in public openness of its information and having the
longest work record by the year of its
foundation.
On December 13, 2010 the “Yakovlev & Partners” became 20 years old,
and the latest events in the Company’s
life to the best advantage illustrate how
successfully the staff of one of the eldest Russian law firms celebrates its
second Jubilee.

GET PDF

The GGI World
at your fingertips
A GGI app for the iPhone is available
now in Apple’s iTunes app store, free of
charge. In the last issue of INSIDER we
introduced the fields in which the app can
be used. Below we present an overview
of the advantages. The GGI app offers
all iPhone users quick and easy access
to the GGI register of members, details
of all current GGI events, the GGI corporate video and GGI contact details:
Member Search – Users are taken directly to a map with all members
displayed as pins. Click on a pin and a
small pop-up appears with the name
of the member and a “detail button”,
which takes the user to a page displaying the details/contact information of
the member in question. Email addresses and telephone numbers are interactive. Click on either to open the email
program or make a call.
GGI Events – The event tab displays
an up-to-date list of all future GGI events
which you can also add into your personal calendar (iCal). A link takes users
to the online registration facility on the
GGI website. Clicking on “Past Events”
brings up details of all events that have
already taken place.
GGI Corporate Video – The video will
be displayed in full-screen mode with

the usual player controls, including an
iPhone-optimised version.
GGI Contact – Detailed contact information (e.g. addresses, telephone numbers & email addresses) is displayed
under “Contacts” and is arranged by region.
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Eurozone in crisis

Interview with Prof. Dr. Teodoro Cocca
Professor Dr. Teodoro Cocca reveals
his opinions on the financial markets,
the currency union and the debt crisis in
an exclusive interview dated 10 May 2011,
held with Claudio Cocca.
GGI: Pressure from the financial markets on debt-laden Greece is growing, as
is criticism of the crisis management of
the EU. In addition, ratings agency Standard & Poor’s has downgraded Greek
bonds by two levels to “highly speculative”. In your opinion, how long will it be
till debt restructuring is the only way out
for Greece, given that leaving the currency union would be unthinkable for European politics?
Prof. Dr. Cocca: The unthinkable has
already happened several times on the
financial markets during the course of
the past four years, and so we should
not jump the gun and exclude anything.
Certainly, Greece will not be able to fulfil
all its payment obligations and in recent
weeks – albeit better late than never - this
has become crystal clear to the markets.
In truth, Greece has not been liquid – and
has therefore been insolvent - for some
time now, and without the support of the
EU, the ECB and the IMF, it would currently be impossible for Greece to obtain
any funding from the markets. Rescue atCONTENT

tempts to date have all been and still are
just a play for time, since the mountain
of debt has certainly not changed in any
manner or means, but has simply been
“refinanced” by the bail-out measures.
Indeed, the debts have continued to
mount. In actual fact, debt restructuring
has already begun with adaptation of the
terms and conditions for funding from
the rescue parachute (reduction of the
rate of interest).
GGI: European finance ministers are
refusing to consider debt-restructuring for
Greece. Why would debt-restructuring be
such a tragedy and what would the international finance markets make of this
haircut?
Prof. Dr. Cocca: Debt-restructuring
for an EU member state would represent a stain on the euro and a political
disaster from the perspective of the finance ministers and heads of government, who so vociferously backed a
Greek bail-out. Depending on the configuration of the debt-restructuring
conditions, the Greek banking system
would have to be supported (as it holds
a huge volume of Greek government
bonds) and several European banks (including the ECB) would also be likely to
suffer losses. This would then raise the
GET PDF

issue of why Ireland and Portugal’s debt
should not also be restructured. Politically speaking, the question is so contentious because up to now, EU tax payers have financed these countries. The
general view being propounded is that
there is “no alternative”. In the event of
debt-restructuring, however, it is the private sector that would have to shoulder
the burden and this, so to speak, would
certainly offer an alternative to using
taxes. The problem is that what is economically unavoidable is politically unacceptable.
GGI: Euro finance ministers’ group
leader, Jean-Claude Juncker, and Italy’s
finance minister, Giulio Tremonti, are
again demanding the introduction of a
common European government bond
to be issued by a European debt agency.
How do you rate the probability of the
EU actually developing into a transfer
union?
Prof. Dr. Cocca: In truth, the EU has
been a transfer union for some time
now and this has even been further
consolidated by the crisis. The “no bailout” doctrine of the EU pact was thrown
overboard with impressive unanimity
and speed. In my opinion, it is a waste
of time discussing whether the national
debt of weak EURO countries is financed
via a rescue fund or a European government bond. In the main, the issue is
purely and simply a matter of the power
structure within the EU. Of course, some
countries are finding it hard to swallow

Professor Dr. Teodoro Cocca
that in this crisis, Germany has emerged
as the most powerful country within the
EU and that up to now, this has been reflected in the architecture of the rescue
umbrella. Italy and other countries are
keen to circumvent this concentration
of power, or at least, to re-negotiate it by
establishing a new debt agency. This is
a waste of time from the point of view of
the debt issue.
GGI: In Finland and Germany, there
is increasing opposition to shelling out to
countries that have got themselves into
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huge debt, such as Greece, Ireland and
Portugal. Do you think that this trend is
likely to intensify and jeopardise the currency union?
Prof. Dr. Cocca: This is certainly the
most important question. Ultimately, the
electorate will decide whether its money

Professor Dr. Teodoro Cocca, Vice
Chairman of the Board of Directors of
GGI, was elected as a new member of
the Board of Directors of VP Bank in Vaduz, Liechtenstein.
The VP Bank is one of the three largest banks in the principality of Liechtenstein and specialises in asset management. The Bank has 800 employees in
Liechtenstein and eight other countries,
and administers client assets worth
CHF 41 billion.
Professor Dr. Teodoro Cocca is a
Professor of Asset Management at
the Johannes Kepler University in Linz
and Adjunct Professor at the Swiss Finance Institute in Zurich. Prior to that,
he worked at Citibank for several years,
where he was involved in investment
and private banking, conducted research at the Stern School of Business
in New York and taught at the Swiss
Banking Institute in Zurich. Professor
Cocca (38) was born in Switzerland and
has Italian roots. He is the Chairman of
the annual European Private Banking
Summit, which takes place in Zurich,
and is an advisor to various finance
companies in Switzerland and abroad.
CONTENT

should continue to be spent on bailing
out other countries. Up to now, politicians
have made the decision over the heads of
the electorate and spent massive amounts
of tax rescuing bankrupt states, without
the private sector, i.e. the banks, having
to bear even a part of the losses. This is
insulting and provocative to tax payers.
No wonder resistance is starting to make
itself felt. This undemocratic way of going
about things jeopardises the solidarity of
the EU. It is the greatest danger of all. If
the cooperative solidarity of the EU was
to be eroded, the euro would really be in
trouble. The current approach of repaying
the existing loans including the interest
with more loans is not sustainable. While
the citizens of the EU are becoming aware
of this, the politicians seem not to have
noticed yet. The greater the burden on
tax payers, the more likely they are to give
their votes to populist extreme parties.
GGI: A new head of the European
Central Bank will shortly be elected. It is
likely to be the Italian, Mario Draghi. Do
you believe the ECB will remain true to
its primary task of ensuring price stability
under its new head?
Prof. Dr. Cocca: Whoever becomes
the new head of the ECB will not have
an easy time ahead. Draghi knows and
understands the financial markets and
this is his great advantage. Considering
that the next potential problem countries
might be Spain and Italy, the question is,
how impartial can Draghi be faced with
suggestions from his native country? On
GET PDF

the inflation front, and clearly, in terms
of the debt situation within the EU, he
might have to act against the direct interests of Italy. How he would deal with this
is open to conjecture. However, it would
be unfair to prejudge the situation. The
benefit of the doubt is what is called for.
GGI: For many investors, inflation is
the great problem for the coming years.
It can hardly be avoided, given the huge
liquidity on the markets and the massive
rise in national debt. However, the decisive question is, when devaluation comes,
how strong will it be, and when should
investors prepare for it?
Prof. Dr. Cocca: Inflationary pressure
has intensified globally since the beginning of the year. However, I am not assuming that inflation will accelerate further. I believe that a stagflation scenario
is the most likely, say, very moderate
growth rates coupled with inflation of between 3% and 4%.
GGI: How do you see the role of the
ratings agencies in the downgrading
showdown looming for the budget deficit
sinners at the European periphery? With
each new downgrading, these agencies
are making it increasingly difficult for the
countries concerned to obtain new funding, and in this way, are they adding to
the problem?
Prof. Dr. Cocca: In this case, I do not
think that the criticism of the ratings
agencies is justified. The problem is not
intensifying because of the ratings agen-

cies, but because of the increasingly poor
key data relating to the countries concerned. For obvious reasons, the politicians in the highly debt-laden countries
are criticising every downgrading by the
agencies. This should not come as a surprise to anyone. Of course, the politicians
in the countries affected do not like the
message put out by the ratings agencies
and the financial markets. But the facts
speak for themselves. Or is there somebody who still thinks that Greece is a reliable debtor? Anyone believing that the
ratings agencies are too negative about
the situation should buy Greek, Irish or
Portuguese bonds. Good luck to them!
GGI: Why is it that Europe has not yet
managed to set up its own ratings agency, perhaps one which might be based in
neutral Switzerland?
Prof. Dr. Cocca: Because evidently,
there is no demand for an additional ratings agency of this type. There are calls
for a state European ratings agency …
perhaps with the aim of issuing kinder
ratings for certain debtors? Since these
arbitrary ratings would be instantly identified as such by the market players, they
would be completely worthless, making
such an agency a senseless enterprise.
GGI: You advise several banks and
major investors all over Europe. What investments are you recommending to investors who have been unsettled by the
debt crisis and the uncertain economic
outlook?
...next page
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Prof. Dr. Cocca: All over the world, national institutions are in crisis. The financial sector is not yet completely stable.
In commodities, and also in some of the
real estate markets, a bubble may have
formed. On the other hand, historically,
the stock markets are valued low and at
the same time, most institutional investors continue to hold very low share quotas. All this speaks in favour of investment in the corporates, by investing in

corporate bonds or shares. Beyond this,
the current very low levels of volatility can
be exploited by buying convertible bonds.
It is certainly worth keeping an eye on the
currency basket. In the medium term,
extreme currency fluctuations are likely.
Total pessimists should be buying Swiss
government bonds or even Pfandbriefe,
which are currently the closest to riskfree investments.

The Future, Europe,
Public Procurement
By Dr. László Tunyogi
The purpose of public procurement
procedures is to utilise public money in a
sensible and transparent manner, check
expenditure openly, and ensure a clear,
manipulation-free and corruption-free
competition to win supplier contracts.
The objective seems quite simple: “the
correct quality public supply or service
should be available at the right time, in
the right quantity, from the right source,
at a correct price.” (Baily-Farmer). The
risk is, however, high. All over the world,
about 10% of the GDP generated is
awarded to winners of tenders conducted in accordance with strict rules. In EuCONTENT

rope, about 1,500 – 2,000 billion dollars
are spent annually on ordering public
supplies, services and public works.
Since 2004, unified directives have
been determining the public procurement rules in the EU Member States.
Despite the fact that the Member States
adopted these directives into their own
national legislative systems, cross-border EU public procurement processes
represent only 1.6% of the total amount.
In addition, due to the negative effects
of the financial crisis over the past few
years, the emerging presence of alternative energies, the strong emphasis on the
protection of the environment and the
extended scope of electronic procureGET PDF

ment technology, at the beginning of this
year the European Commission initiated
an open discussion about the direction
in which amendments to public procurement directives should be steered.
The Green Book published in January 2011 poses 114 questions for the
relevant parties. We selected just four
to outline the dilemmas the European
public procurement market is facing.
1. According to some, political objectives may also be achieved via public
procurements if obligation is placed
on the parties issuing the invitation
to tender about “what to purchase”.
This, for example, may be achieved
if obligatory requirements or criteria
are specified in respect of the characteristics of the goods and services
obtained by public procurement (for
example: energy and resource utilisation, innovation, enforcement of social aspects, the maximum level of
environmentally damaging materials,
the minimum level of re-use), or the
objectives are determined (for example: 60% of the public procurement
must be environmentally friendly).
Others feel that the legislative scope
of public procurement directives
must be limited only to procurement
activities. Simply the limitation criteria, specified by the European Court,
of the direct financial implications
should be included in the law; there is
no need to provide any further/alternative conditions or concepts.

Dr. László Tunyogi
2. Small and medium-sized companies
(SMEs) are regarded as economic
pillars of the European Union. Between 2006 and 2008, 58–61% of
companies that won public procurement tenders in excess of the European Union limit values in the 27 EU
Member States were SMEs. The ratio of SMEs was between 31% and
38% in terms of the estimated total
secured contractual value, whilst the
total of their shares in terms of the
aggregated turnover was 52%. In
light of this, it is interesting to analyse whether it is necessary to introduce European-level measures to
ensure that the parties issuing the
invitations to tender fully utilise the
financial and innovative potentials of
the SMEs during their procurement

...next page
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procedures. Some think that the EU
public procurement rules and policies are already sufficiently SMEfriendly. Others feel that the rules
relating to the selection of tenderers
place an unreasonable administrative burden on the SMEs.
3. Procurement markets, and especially the large construction investment
projects, are often regarded as lucrative targets of potential bribes. Many
Member States’ procurement rules
include mechanisms specifically designed to prevent and combat corrup-

tion and bias. Problems experienced
in this field, as well as their potential solutions, depend on national
administrative and business cultures
– which vary from country to country.
Consequently, it will be difficult to
find a unified solution for everybody
at EU level.
4. During the discussion, many interested parties also emphasised that
the EU procurement market was
more open than the national markets of their international partners.
Consequently, EU companies do not

New GGI practice group Public Procurement
GGI is planning to set up a new
practice group with the participation
of public procurement expert companies and specialists.
Everywhere in the world, legislation and regulations control the
transparency of the procurement
projects and the selection criteria of
suppliers carried out by companies
in the public sector. A correct public procurement procedure requires
in-depth knowledge of marketing,
electronic
procedure-techniques,
legislation, financial-economic management, project management, and
technical and consultation tech-

CONTENT

niques. Public procurement advice
is a specific business venture, and a
unique profession. Very often these
services are provided by law firms.
If GGI members themselves intend to take part in the work of the
Public Procurement practice group,
or know a company or a specialist
amongst their partners whom they
would happily welcome as a GGI
member, please inform the GGI head
office of their names and contact details!
The first meeting to establish the
practice group will be held in Toronto during the GGI World Conference.

GET PDF

always compete with foreign companies on equal terms. Furthermore,
this situation has a negative effect
on the EU discussion positions during international consultations to
gain more access to markets. Decision-makers must evaluate the EU
public procurement policy in terms
of a third country, the application of
the above-mentioned measures and
their possible improvements.

well as – after the GGI World Conference – in the GGI Public procurement
Practice Group, we shall come back to
review the outcome of the discussion.

Further details may be found on the
EUR-lex home page (please click here).
In the forthcoming issues of Insider, as

Become a Winner
by Avoiding
These 5 Mistakes
Establishing a winning position in
the marketplace is obviously critical to
your company’s success. The position,
however, must be based on a sustainable competitive advantage.
What constitutes an unbeatable advantage? There are two choices:
1. You have consistently lower costs
than your rivals. As long as your

product or service maintains an acceptable quality level, this advantage leads to higher margins.
2. You differentiate your product or service from your competition. In other words, your company is unique
because it delivers something your
customers think is important. That
allows you to command a premium

...next page
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price. And provided you keep your
costs under control, the premium
price translates into a superior return.
There’s one other important variable in strategic positioning -- competitive scope. Some companies seek
an advantage in what might be called
a broad scope by serving all types of
customers, offering a wide product line
and operating in many geographic areas.
Alternatively, companies with a narrow scope focus on a limited range of
customers, products, or geographic areas and dedicate all their efforts to that
small niche or market segment.
In cars, for example, Toyota is the
broad competitor while BMW and Mercedes-Benz are differentiators in the
premium segment.
There’s room for several successful strategies, as long as each company
makes a different choice from its rivals.
The worst error is not to choose -- to try
a little bit of everything -- and therefore
have no advantage at all. Being “stuck
in the middle” doesn’t work because all
good strategies involve trade-offs. You
generally cannot be both low cost and
differentiated because being unique at
quality or service usually involves higher expenses.
Any strategy, of course, is only as
good as its execution. Here are five
other mistakes that business owners
frequently make in applying strategic
thinking to their competitive situations.
CONTENT

Mistake #1: Misreading
Industry Attractiveness
Entrepreneurs have a tendency to
think the most attractive industries are
those that are growing the fastest. Or
those that involve the latest technology. Or those that are the most glamorous. Of course, it’s not so.
The most attractive businesses are
those that have high barriers to entry
and the fewest substitute products or
services. In other words, it’s hard for
others to get into the business and
customers don’t have too many choices of similar products. The more hightech or high-glamour a business is, the
more likely a lot of new competitors will
enter and make it unprofitable.

Mistake #2: No Real
Competitive Edge
For many companies, strategy
means imitating their rivals, which is
easy to do and gives managers a sense
of security. But copycats have no competitive advantage. They’re stuck in the
middle of the pack. To succeed, they
need to find different ways of doing
business. That is both risky and hard.

Mistake #3: Pursuing an
Unsustainable Advantage
A lot of firms succeed initially because
they discover a hot new product or service
-- for example, a new piece of software. But
GET PDF

they’re so busy getting off the ground and
finding buyers for their products that they
forget what will happen if they succeed.
A successful software program is usually imitated in a matter of months. So the
advantage it alone gives cannot be sustained. Real competitive benefits in software come from servicing and supporting
buyers by providing regular upgrades and
getting a company online with customers
so it depends on your organization. That
provides barriers to entry.
Sometimes, small companies simply cannot sustain an advantage against
rivals. In this case, it would be wise to
regard your business as an investment
rather than an ongoing institution. Get
in, grow, and then sell out.

Mistake #4:
Compromising to Grow Faster
Remember People Express Airlines?
The company discovered a price-sensitive market in the Northeast Corridor
and developed an artful strategy for delivering no-frills air travel at rock-bottom prices. It started making a lot of
money.
But then the company’s founder
wanted to turn it into a major airline.
People Express expanded nationwide
and began adding services, including
first-class seats. Pretty soon, the major
airlines started paying attention and offered blocks of incredibly low-fare seats
on each flight. People Express was unable to match them and was eventually

Robert Simon
blown away by the competition. Perhaps if the no-frills airline had kept its
focus, it would still be profitable today.

Mistake #5: Not
Communicating Your Strategy
In a lot of entrepreneurial companies, the CEO thinks up a strategy and
never tells anyone else. But without an
explicit strategy, how can you test the
assumptions on which it rests? How
can you modify it over time?
To develop an explicit strategy, you
don’t need a planning staff or even a
formal planning process. All you need
to do is write it down and talk about
it with your key managers, directors
or close counselors. One of the fundamental benefits of communicating
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a strategy is that it creates unity, or
consistency of action, throughout your
company. Every department works toward the same objectives.
The key to running a profitable business is to find your competitive advantage. Once you find it, hang onto your
edge by avoiding these mistakes.
Copyright 2011 BizActions, LLC. Reprinted with the
permission of EisnerLubin llp and BizActions, LLC.

GGI member firm
EisnerLubin llp
(Financial Audit & Accountancy
Services, Tax Consulting, Management
Consulting, Corporate Finance,
International Trust & Estate Planning)
New York, NY, USA
Robert Simon
E: rsimon@eisnerlubin.com
W: www.eisnerlubin.com

Australian Climate
Conducive to Investment
Opportunities
By Simon Rutherford
and Allan Farrar
Australia, on the back of high demand for commodities and with its
links to China and India, continues to
outperform other advanced economies
with strong economic growth figures
that are attracting foreign owned companies looking to invest, establish business or branch operations.
The Australian mining sector particularly is expanding rapidly and is being
driven primarily by huge demand for raw
CONTENT

materials from China and other parts of
Asia. The scale of the resources industry has helped Australia become a world
leader in the development and manufacture of mining equipment, technology
and services, and as such, offers significant opportunities for investors.
Australian GGI member firm Lawler
Partners Chartered Accountants has
been helping both domestic and international companies increase their shareholders wealth for almost a decade.
The firm has recently reported a rise in
the level of enquiry and conversion of corGET PDF

Simon Rutherford

Allan Farrar

porate advisory matters such as mergers
and acquisitions, business divestments,
undertaking a public share offering and
raising finance with significant interest
coming from international markets.
“There are a number of prospects
for companies looking to invest in Australia’s resources rich continent. Our
team has numerous contacts in the
mining industry to help identify potential projects, including contacts in the
Queensland and Hunter coalfields”,
commented Simon Rutherford, Corporate Finance Director.
Earlier this year, the firm consolidated its experience in the sector and
combined with the acquisition of corporate advisory specialist, Allan Farrar,
has established its corporate finance
operations under Lawler Corporate Fi-

nance, a specialist team dealing solely
with strategies and advisory services
for listed and unlisted companies.
Allan is highly regarded in Australia
as a transactions specialist with over 30
years experience in capital raisings, Initial Public Offerings, ASX listings, valuations and mergers and acquisitions.
According to Mr Rutherford, the addition of Allan consolidates the existing strong team.
“We already act for a number of
French, American and German clients
and combined with Allan’s expertise
and a national presence in Australia,
we can quickly mobilise a team to provide results within tight timeframes.
In addition, our integration with other Lawler specialists ensures that if
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taxation, auditing, accounting or other
issues arise, we will have an expert on
our team who can navigate our clients
through the issues.”
For further information regarding:
Mergers and acquisition advisory
services, including target identification and negotiation
Acquisition due diligence
Project managing the transaction
Post-settlement integration
Navigating the complexities of the
changing Australian taxation system

GGI member firm
Lawler Partners chartered accountants
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, International Trust &
Estate Planning)
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Newcastle,
Rockhampton
Australia
Simon Rutherford
E: srutherford@lawlercf.com.au
Allan Farrar
E: afarrar@lawlercf.com.au
W: www.lawlerpartners.com.au

Client Success - A Diversified Case Study
How a provider of services to the
mining industry grew to be a national
leader in complete mining operations.
Our involvement with the client was approached in two stages over a seven year
period as the business evolved and grew.
Stage 1 – The issue: Founding interests looking to exit the business. The
management team in place expressing
a desire to purchase the business.
Stage 1 – The Process: Assisting
management during negotiations with
the founding interest. Assisted management during negotiations with financiers to fund the MBO.
Stage 1 – The Outcome: Management successfully completed the buyout and achieved significant growth
post acquisition (see below).
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Stage 2 – The issue: Management
required an investment of capital to
fund the expansion of the business and
capitalise on opportunities in the industry.
Stage 2 – The process: Lawler provided advisory services to the client
during negotiations with PE funds.
Stage 2 – The outcome: Successfully
negotiated the sale of a 35% interest to
a private equity fund at enterprise value
of $15M. This financed business growth
through the diversification of service offerings, purchase of equipment, geographic
expansion and acquisitions. Revenue
growth of 20% increase was achieved in 2
years despite the downturn in international economic conditions and decreased
demand for commodities.
GET PDF

Effective
Risk Management –
The Key to Survival
By Deborah Matz
“‘The financial crisis in the US was
avoidable”. Such was the conclusion of
the January 2011 report of the Financial
Crisis Inquiry Commission created by
the Fraud Enforcement and Recovery
Act of 2009 to “examine the causes,
domestic and global, of the current
financial and economic crisis in the
United States”. Chief among other factors it found there had been profound
lapses in regulatory oversight (including the failure to halt the collapse of
mortgage-lending standards) dramatic
breakdowns in corporate governance,
including too many financial firms acting recklessly and taking on too much
risk; as well as systemic breakdowns in
accountability and ethics at all levels.
The report stated in its Conclusions:
“The captains of finance and the public stewards of our financial system ignored warnings and failed to question,
understand and manage evolving risks
within a system essential to the well
being of the American public. Theirs

Deborah Matz
was a big miss, not a stumble…To paraphrase Shakespeare, the fault lies not
in the stars but in us.”
These findings were reinforced in
another report released April 13, 2011
by the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations entitled
Wall Street and the Financial Crisis:
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Anatomy of a Financial Collapse. In
their list of culprits which also included
regulators and credit ratings agencies,
the report found that “the crisis was not
a natural disaster, but was the result of
high-risk complex financial products;
undisclosed conflicts of interest; the
failure of regulators; the credit rating
agencies; and the market itself to rein
in the excesses of Wall Street.” Further,
it stated “together these factors produced a mortgage market saturated
with high-risk, poor-quality mortgages and securities that, when they began incurring losses, caused financial
institutions around the world to lose
billions of dollars, produced rampant
unemployment and foreclosures and
ruptured faith in U.S. capital markets.”
Unfortunately, it could happen
again, perhaps in another sector this
time. Therefore, if for no other reason
than self-preservation, it is critical that
U.S. corporations and their boards pro-

Deborah Matz is a practicing attorney, admitted both in New York State
and Ontario, Canada. Recently retired
from Deloitte where her career spanned
more than 26 years she was variously,
Associate General Counsel of Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu (DTT) in New York
and Partner and General Counsel of
Deloitte & Touche LLP (Canada) in Toronto. Currently she is a consultant to
the Center for Audit Quality (CAQ) and
GGI North America.
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actively take steps to implement more
robust and effective risk management
(including ethics programs) -- regardless of when or even if the regulators
do anything.
Very simply, effective risk management ensures the continuity of the business by eliminating or mitigating those
risks that can be controlled. Risk management cannot simply be left to insurance; even if you can get coverage for a
reasonable price, high deductibles and
multiple exclusions do not make insurance the complete answer. Done right,
effective risk management allows a
business to prosper, and while it usually generates additional paperwork and
some cost (unavoidable annoyances),
it is ultimately and unquestionably in
the shareholders’ best interests.
In the United States and perhaps
elsewhere, a few lessons from the recent global economic recession have
been learned:
Don’t wait for the regulators to be
the last word in the regulation of
the financial services industry because they haven’t got it right yet.
Prior to the recent financial meltdown, they adopted hands off, “let
the free market correct itself” policies that, as we now know, created a
lack of professional skepticism and
the regulatory teeth needed not only
to deal with high-powered manipulators such as Bernie Madoff but
the banks, investment banks, and
credit-ratings agencies, whose pracGET PDF

tices caused the collapse, according
to the government’s own reports. In
addition, regulators are now finding
they are unable to implement the
regulatory changes called for in the
Dodd-Frank legislation (passed in
July, 2010) on a timely basis because
they are being starved of the funding and manpower required to write
the hundreds of new regulations
called for in the legislation. There
are frequent news reports detailing
how far the rule making process has
fallen behind. Indeed, they may never be able to implement the regulations if the legislation is repealed -an outcome that is sought by many
in Congress voicing a desire for less
government intervention in American lives.
Neither the public nor the federal
coffers is likely to stand for another bailout of the magnitude seen in
2008 to 2010. More corporations
will simply fail should there be another widespread financial collapse.
Even sophisticated investors were
taken in by the financial bubble and
were unprepared for the market collapse. Willful blindness or unbridled
greed, (depending on your perspective) is alive and well and not likely
to be eliminated from our basic natures.

the crisis, it seems that giving corporate risk management programs as well
as codes of ethics more teeth, making
them comprehensive (not piecemeal),
transparent and then actually following
them, is the only way to go. Not all risk
can be eliminated and in a tentative
economic recovery it may be difficult
to expend resources on a broad based
risk management program, but it could
well be the key to survival.
As the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission observed, there is much to be
learned from the recent financial meltdown. And, whether it was George Santayana or someone else who originally
said it, “Those who fail to learn from
history are doomed to repeat it.”

To deal with the uncertain timing
of new government regulations and to
implement the lessons learned from
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Hong Kong – the
world’s freest economy
By Ricky W. P. Wong
Hong Kong, with a score of 89.7, was
ranked the world’s freest economy for
the seventeenth consecutive year on
the 2011 Index of Economic Freedom report released by the Washington-based
Heritage Foundation on 12 January
2011. The study assessed 183 economies around the world. “Hong Kong,
one of the world’s most competitive financial and business centres, demonstrated a high degree of resilience during the global financial crisis,” said the
report. The Foundation ranks countries
on their adherence to a set of policies
that measure the degree of trade, business, fiscal, monetary, financial, labour
and investment freedom. Being a Special Administrative Region of the Peo-
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ple’s Republic of China, Hong Kong has
its own legislative, legal and judicial systems under the Basic Law enacted by the
Chinese Government. The independent
rule of law, press freedom and economically non-interventionist Government
are valuable intangibles that contribute
to the high ranking of Hong Kong.
Hong Kong covers an area of 1,103
sq. km. and has a population of about 7
million. Although small in size, it is the
eleventh largest trading economy for
exports and one of the top fund-raising
markets for IPOs in the world. It has the
largest concentration of international
fund managers overseeing their global
and regional activities.
Hong Kong is located on the Southeast coast of China with over 50% of the
world’s population clustering around it.
All major cities in
Asia are within five
hours flying time.
Recognized as a
trade and logistic
hub for Mainland
China, Hong Kong
is a strategic place
for foreign investors to obtain trade
expertise,
inforGET PDF

Hong Kong skyline by night
mation, capital and facilities to tap into
the immense Chinese market. There are
no controls on imports, exports and reexports in Hong Kong other than those
arising from international obligations and
those exercised for health, safety or security. Import and export licensing formalities are kept to a minimum and are not
required at all for most products. No duty
is levied on exports. Only liquor, tobacco,
hydrocarbon oil and methyl alcohol are
subject to excise duty.
Hong Kong is a member of the World
Customs Organization, the World Trade
Organization and the Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation. It is also a signatory to the General Agreement on Tariff
and Trade.
By means of the Closer Economic
Partnership Arrangement (CEPA) with
Mainland China, Hong Kong assists its
manufacturers and service suppliers in

gaining easier access to the Chinese
market. Under the CEPA, the Mainland
is committed to simplifying procedures
and strengthening co-operation with
Hong Kong on customs clearance, quarantine and inspection, quality assurance
and food safety, and to facilitate investments. CEPA mainly covers the following three areas:
Trade in goods – All goods of Hong
Kong origin imported into the Mainland
enjoy tariff free treatment, upon applications by local manufacturers and upon
the CEPA rules of origin being agreed
and met.
Trade in services – Hong Kong service
suppliers enjoy preferential treatment
in entering into the Mainland market
in various service areas. Arrangements
have been made for mutual recognition
of many professional qualifications.

...next page
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Trade and investment facilitation –
Both Hong Kong and Mainland China
agree to enhance co-operation in various trade and investment facilitation areas to improve the overall business environment.
Foreign investors can take advantage
of the CEPA’s concessions through a
partnership with qualified manufacturers or service providers in Hong Kong.

Hong Kong’s
attractions and rankings
There are certain unique attributes
which attract foreign investors to come
and invest in Hong Kong. Some of these
attributes are:
Well established and reliable legal
and judicial systems
Efficient and sophisticated banking
system

No exchange control
Good supplies of highly trained professionals including lawyers, accountants and bankers
No restriction on inward and outward investments
Free movements of capital, talents
and goods
Simple and low tax system
World class telecommunication and
transport facilities
In addition to its first ranking in the Index of Economic Freedom report, Hong
Kong has other outstanding scores for
its achievement (see table below).

Business structures
in Hong Kong
There are four basic business structures available in Hong Kong:

Rankings

Source

Second place in World Competitiveness
Yearbook 2010

World Competitiveness Scoreboard
2010 – International Institute for Management Development
World Investment Report 2010 – United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development
Opacity Index – Milken Institute

Asia’s second largest and the world’s
fourth largest recipient of Foreign Direct Investments
Second lowest costs of doing business
worldwide and the best opacity in Asia
Pacific
Second best country for business

Best Countries for Business – Forbes
Financial Magazine

First in Asia and third worldwide in Glo- INSEAD – 2010
bal Innovation Index Report

CONTENT
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Sole Proprietor – The business is
owned and operated by an individual,
who receives all profits and has unlimited
responsibility for all losses and debts of
the business.
Partnership – Partnership is governed
by the Partnership Ordinance. Partners
share capital, profits and liabilities of the
business, based on their sharing ratios.
Liabilities of partnership are unlimited.
Terms of partnership are usually defined
by partnership agreement.

Branch office of an overseas company – An overseas company that intends
to set up a business in Hong Kong may
register a branch office. A branch office
is an extension of its head office and its
registration is governed by Part XI of
the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance.
Limited Liability Company – A limited liability company is the most common form of business structure in Hong
Kong, which has the following features
(see table below):

Governing law

Hong Kong Companies Ordinance

Liability

Limited to the extent of paid up capital

Time for incorporation

Minimum paid-up capital requirement

1 day the fastest, but usually takes about
2 weeks if opening of bank accounts is
required
None

Bearer Shares

Not permitted

Number of shareholders required

Minimum 1 (Maximum 50)

Nominee directors and shareholders

Permitted

Number of directors required

Minimum 1

Nationality and residency requirements
of shareholders
Nationality and residency requirements
of Directors
Corporate Directors

None

Registered office

Must maintain one in Hong Kong

Particulars of shareholders and directors

Filings required and information made
available to public
Filings required and information made
available to public
Must be audited annually by CPAs but no
public filing is required

Charges on company’s assets
Financial statements

None
Permitted
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Hong Kong
taxation in brief
Hong Kong has adopted a source
based tax system, and only income derived from Hong Kong sources is taxable. Domicile (place of incorporation)
and residence of the taxpayer are not
important for determining the taxability
of profits earned from business activities.
Three kinds of income are taxable
under the Hong Kong Inland Revenue
Ordinance, namely:
Profits from trade, profession or
business carried on in Hong Kong
(profits tax);
Income from office or employment
in Hong Kong (salaries tax); and
Income from leasing lands and buildings in Hong Kong (property tax).
A tax year (“year of assessment”)
starts from 1 April and ends on 31 March
of the following year. Assessable profits are calculated on the basis of an accounting year ending within a year of
assessment. Current profits tax rate for
limited companies is 16.5% and for unincorporated business is 15%.
There is no withholding tax in Hong
Kong. Profits tax assessments will be
raised on non-residents, or their Hong
Kong agents, on profits arising in or derived from operations or business activities carried out in Hong Kong. The
following types of income earned by nonresidents are chargeable to profits tax:
CONTENT

Stamp duty is mainly payable:
on purchase or sale of Hong Kong
shares - 0.2% on the consideration
or the value of shares ; and
on sale or transfer of immovable
properties – ranging from HK$100
to 4.25% on the consideration.
(Note: For properties resold within
six months to 12 months there will
be extra stamp duty of 10%, and for
properties resold between 12 months
and 24 months 5% extra stamp duty
will be payable).

Ricky W. P. Wong
Payments for use in Hong Kong of any
cinema or television films or sound
recordings or advertising materials;
Royalties and payments for use of intellectual property in Hong Kong or
for use outside Hong Kong if those
payments are deductible for profits
tax purposes; and
Payments in respect of appearances
or performances in Hong Kong by entertainers or sportsmen.

Property tax is payable at 15% on
the net assessable value of properties
leased out.
Salaries tax is payable on Hong Kong
sourced employment income. The tax
is calculated at progressive rates ranging from 2% to 17% on net chargeable
income after personal allowances, but
capped at the maximum flat rate of 15%.
There is no sales tax, estate duty,

interest tax or capital gain tax in Hong
Kong. Dividend is distributable to shareholders tax free.
Up to April 2011, Hong Kong had entered into Double Tax Agreements with
20 countries including Austria, Belgium,
Brunei, China, France, Hungary, Indonesia, Ireland, Japan, Kuwait, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, Thailand, the United Kingdom and
Vietnam. There are more to come.

GGI member firm
Wong Brothers & Co.
Certified Public Accountants
(Financial Audit and Accountancy Services,
Tax and Management Consulting)
Hong Kong
Ricky W. P. Wong
E: rickywong@wongbros.com.hk
W: www.wongbros.com.hk

Assessments for profit tax are usually
raised in name of payers who make payments or credit sums to non-residents.
The tax rate is 16.5%, but would be reduced to 4.95% for royalty payments if
certain conditions are met.
GET PDF
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Substance over form

the corporation tax rate was lowered to
10% in competition with Ireland and Cyprus. The UK is still seen as an interesting place to establish a holding entity.
In summary, the issue seems to be
whether domestic countries will accept
holding companies’ tax treaties when
there is only a letter box presence. As
mentioned previously, some countries
are now negotiating to amend their
treaties to ensure they do not apply, and
others have simply decided that they do
not need to do this or do not care. Case
law is obviously important when looking

By Prof.
Robert Anthony
It was a pleasure to see all the
members again
from the ITPG
in Munich. I was
happy to chair a
lively debate on
“Substance over
form”. Today, ascertaining what
defines a permanent
establishment is not as easy as it once was. Yes
we have the OECD model, which is a
standard for many countries with minor
modifications, but is this really workable
as a document today? Certain countries
are concerned about the applicability of
their tax treaties. Consequently, countries have been tightening these to counter the abuse by tax planners, which results in amendments by way of agreed
modifications to existing treaties. An example is the latest amendment between
Singapore and France, which has just
been completed.
In our discussions, it became apparent that proper corporate governance is
necessary to justify certain holding entities. These need to have real substance.
In Luxembourg, this was indicated as a
CONTENT
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real presence of the company by its office with staff. Certain countries considered that their current treaties enable
meetings in the country concerned but
enforce the necessity of permanence
there. Italy is litigating where it can, but
the results are far from clear. A real activity today needs a clearer definition applied through a tax treaty. The issue of
a permanent establishment can also be
interpreted differently in countries like
Germany, even without a contract being
signed in the country.
It was interesting to see that while
the G20 are putting pressure to eliminate the abuse of low tax jurisdictions
new opportunities are being created.
This was illustrated in the meeting by
the taxation changes in Hungary, where
GET PDF

at this. When is a company a resident or
non-resident company? Treaties do not
normally apply to non-resident companies.

GGI member firm
Anthony & Cie, your family office
(International Trust & Estate Planning,
Tax Consulting)
Sophia Antipolis, France
Prof. Robert Anthony
E: robert@antco.com
W: www.antco.com

New Indian tax
provisions to curb
Money Laundering
By Ashish Bairagra
Developed economies have for some
time had in place anti-money laundering provisions. Various mechanisms
for anti-money laundering exist in the
banking and financial sectors across the
world, including in India. However very
few countries have tax provisions which
also deal with this matter. The provisions which have been introduced in the

recent Indian budget are a first of their
kind in the Indian tax system to directly put a check on the foreign inflow of
funds from certain jurisdictions. These
funds could be in the nature of unaccounted income being back into India
or money laundering. The provisions
only affect those transactions where an
entity from a notified jurisdiction is involved. However, to date the Indian tax
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authorities have not released a list of
notified jurisdictions and we therefore
have no precedent by which to see how
these provisions will be enacted.
The provisions are made up of 6 subsections as follows:
Sub-section 1 – What is a “notified
jurisdictional area”? – For the purposes
of this section the provisions define that
any country or territory which does not
co-operate with the Indian government
by failing to enter into an Information
Exchange Agreement will be considered
as a “notified jurisdictional area”. Such
notification will be posted in the Official
Gazette of the Indian Government. Currently there are no such notifications.
Sub-section 2 – If any Indian Tax As-

sessee (any person/entity who is liable
to pay tax under the Income-tax Act) enters into any transaction where one of
the parties is an individual / entity located in such notified jurisdictional area
then:
All parties to the transaction will be
considered as Associated Enterprises as per the Transfer Pricing Regulations in India,
Arms-length pricing and related
transfer pricing adjustments, if any,
will have to be determined for all the
following types of transaction :
Purchase or sale or lease of tangible or intangible property
Provision of services
Lending or borrowing of money
Any other transaction which has
an impact on the profits, income,
losses or assets including,
Mutual agreement or arrangement for allocation, apportionment or contribution to any cost
or expense incurred or to be incurred in connection with a benefit, service or facility provided
or to be provided by or to the assessee.
Sub-section 3 – The provision goes a
step further to mention that no deduction will be allowed :
In respect of any payment made to
any financial institution located in
a notified jurisdictional area, unless
the assessee authorizes the Income
tax authorities to seek any informa-

Ashish Bairagra
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tion from such financial institution
on behalf of the assessee
In respect of any other expenditure
or allowance (including depreciation) arising from such transactions
unless the assessee maintains and
furnishes documents and information as may be notified

cover all other kinds of transaction including related to capital contributions.
Moreover, it is known that tax authorities demand an explanation regarding
the ‘source of funds’, but in this provision the Indian tax authorities can demand to know the ‘source of the source’
all the way to the beneficial owner.

Sub-section 4 – Is the most enabling
section because it states that if an assessee has received or credited any sum
from any individual/entity located in a
notified jurisdictional area and if the assessee is unable to offer a satisfactory
explanation about the source of the said
sum in the hands of such an individual/
entity or in the hands of the beneficial
owner of such an individual / entity,
then the sum received or credited shall
be deemed to be the income of the assessee for that year and will be taxed accordingly. Therefore this sub-section will

Sub-section 5 – This sub-section
specifies the rates applied for withholding taxes from any payments made by
an assessee to any individual / entity in
a notified jurisdictional area. Whichever
of the following is the higher:
The rates in force for such payments
The rates specified in the relevant
provisions of the Act
The rate of 30%
Sub-section 6 – This Sub-section contains some definitions inter-alia “person
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located in a notified jurisdictional area”
shall include:
An individual who is resident of such
an area
An entity established in such an area
A permanent establishment in such
an area of an individual / entity who
is not classified in the above two categories
To conclude, the Indian tax authorities have been extremely diligent in covering every possible transaction entered
into with an individual / entity in a notified jurisdictional area and have brought
it under the transfer pricing regulations.
Unfortunately, even genuine businesses from these jurisdictions will have to
stock up on additional documentation,
compliance checks and KYC norms to

ensure that their business interests in
India are not caught off guard.
The views expressed are the personal views of the author and do not necessarily reflect those held by the firm.
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Chartered Accountants
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, International Trust &
Estate Planning)
Mumbai
India
Ashish Bairagra, Partner
E: ashish@mlbca.in
W: www.mlbca.in

Tennis Player’s
Endorsement Income
By Sergio Guerrero
Monte Carlo, the capital of the small
Mediterranean principality of Monaco,
is much favoured, like Dubai, as a haven of the rich and famous, including
top tennis players. The main reason
why top tennis players and many rich
CONTENT

and famous people choose to live there
is because that is where they keep their
money. In Monaco they pay less tax,
accrue more interest on their money
and their privacy is also well safeguarded there. With so many elite players
moving to Dubai, Monaco and other
tax free havens, it is important to have
GET PDF

the best consulting, structured vision
and knowledge of the tax implications
and rules.
Star players, such as Novac Djokovic, Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal
command huge fees to endorse tennis clothing, shoes, racquets, and such
items as soft drinks, fitness equipment,
sports clothes, photographic film, and
personal care products. They also appear in television commercials and in
printed ads promoting cars and other
branded goods.
An athlete’s endorsement income
under the OECD’s and most countries
model treaties is not generally taxed by
the source country if the Independent
Personal Services article rather than the
Artistes and Athletes article applies.
Likewise, royalty income is tax free in
the source country under several model
treaties, but many of them provide for
royalty withholding. Moreover, for example endorsement income of athletes
is taxable by the source country under
the Artistes and Athletes article of the
United States-Mexico treaty (Article 11)
and, where there is no treaty, royalty
income and endorsement income may
be taxed differently (Article 12).
Finally, in the leading case to date
on royalties versus personal services
income, it is said that more than the
60% of the fees paid to a particular famous tennis player were royalties for
the use of his name and likeness, and
around 40% were attributed to personal services.

Sergio Guerrero
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Disguised
Remuneration
By Tom Moore
UK companies have for many years relied on the use of employee benefit trusts
and other employer funded retirement
benefit schemes (usually located outside
the UK in low tax locations such as the
Channel Isles) to eliminate their UK corporate tax liability and to remunerate employees in an income tax free manner.
This planning has been widely used
and it is estimated that £750m is lost
in tax revenue, annually, through such
arrangements. The UK tax authorities
(“HMRC”) have frequently voiced objections to this type of tax planning, and
have from time to time introduced legislation to tackle this planning in its various guises. This has culminated in the
most recent attack in the Finance Bill
2011. The Bill targets these traditional
planning arrangements but also potentially hits other non-UK based entities such as foundations, protected cell
companies, companies limited by guarantee and so on. This sweeping impact
arises because the legislation is unusually broad. I does not specifically refer
to ‘trusts’ or ‘employer funded pension
plans’, instead referring to “arrangements”. At the same time the new rules
CONTENT

are also highly prescriptive with five fundamental requirements:
i. There needs to be an employee and an
employer;
ii. There needs to be an arrangement;
iii. The essence of the arrangement must
be a means of providing employment
related benefits of some description;
iv. There needs to be a ‘relevant step’ undertaken by a third person; and
v. The relevant step needs to be taken in
pursuance of the arrangement in some
way.
Taking, by way of example, the “employer funded retirement benefit scheme”
(a common recent form of planning):
a UK company, the employer, creates
a non-UK based pension plan, an
employer funded retirement benefit
scheme,for the benefit of employees –
condition i is met.
The employer arranges for cash or assets to be transferred into the non UK
pension plan – condition ii is met.
The contribution of cash or assets to
the non UK pension plan for the employees is made by virtue of their employment – condition iii is met.
GET PDF

Next, it is necessary to consider whether there was a relevant step by a third
person.This condition would be met
where, for example, the third party administrator of the non-UK pension arrangement earmarked certain cash or
assets for particular employees. If so,
then condition iv is met.
Finally, one must determine that the
relevant step was undertaken in a
manner that was “pursuant to” that
arrangement. In other words, the relevant step did not, itself, have to be
made with a view to providing benefits.
The action of earmarking funds for an
employee in an employer funded pension plan (i.e. an ‘arrangement’) is sufficient to meet condition v.
The draftsman has taken a scattergun
approach aimed at catching all potentially
offensive arrangements. The inevitable result is that the rules will be likely to catch
many arrangements that were not the intended target. We can identify many types
of planning arrangement that would potentially be caught by the above five conditions and, as a result of this uncertainty,
some clients may be discouraged from
saving for retirement.
To help clients avoid the impact of these
rules one must undertake planning that is
not employment related, (possibly using
an offshore life policy, individual pension
arrangements such as the QROPS and
QNUPS), or, avoid taking a ‘relevant step’
by carrying out a genuinely commercial
transaction, albeit with a tax benefit.

Tom Moore

GGI member firm
Haines Watts
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, International Trust &
Estate Planning)
55 offices in all major towns and cities
throughout the United Kingdom
Tom Moore, Principle, Haines Watts London
E: tmoore@hwca.com
W: www.hwca.com
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GGI BUSINESS TRAVEL TIP

London,
United Kingdom
By Ady Nordman
London, one of the world central cities with long tradition and heritage is
one of the most welcoming cities to visit
for business and pleasure. On one hand
it encompasses the Old English heritage relating to tea and manners (we all

London – The Albert Pub
CONTENT

picked out on April 29 at amazing arrangement of the Royal Wedding) and
on the other hand new architecture, food
and of course football (the UK for those
not supporting the London teams).
I am sure that anyone that has ever
visited London has tried its theatre, musicals, opera and ballet and if not they
are well recommended.
As to food, well, London has everything one can want from Michelin stars
to the most renowned ‘fish and chips’.
As always choice is hard especially if you
have only a night or two to spend. Here
are my personal choices around London.
Hakkasan - Cantonese food: 8
Hanway Pl. London, W1, tel: +44-(0)207927-7000 (click here to view homepage) – Hakkasan, although situated underground is always busy and hectic and
food is in one word: “fabulous”. You can
decide to go only to the bar which has
very good team and drinks. I suggest
you order place before you go.
Yauatcha - Dim Sum: 15 Broadwick St., London W1 (click here to visit
homepage). I like this place due to the
fact that it entails one of the best dim
sums that I have ever experienced in
my life. Although you can go there for
GET PDF

dinner I personally prefer to be there at
Lunch. Try their specials and concentrate on the dim sum and their desserts.
Locanda Locatelli - Italian: Hyatt Regency London - The Churchill 8 Seymour
St. London W1 (tel: +44- (0)20-79359088) – Well this one was highly recommended by our friends Claudio Cocca
and Michael Reiss. Great food, nice décor for a Chef Patron Restaurant but reasonably priced. I can certainly state that
my last two dinners there were memorable experiences.
Afternoon Tea: A great British Tradition – where one has never experienced
this great tradition and even where one
loves coffee I recommend trying out The
Ritz Palm Court (150 Piccadilly, London
W1 – tel: +44(0)2073002370) which is
there since 1906 (!).
Don’t go on weekend unless you
have made prior booking (click here)!
Of course a lot of other places hold this
tradition.

If you fancy a beer you
can always step into any
English (or Irish) bar anywhere around town after
17:30PM to enjoy the local crowds gathering after
work – always fun.
London being London
has much more to offer
relating to food and fun
and we would all love to
hear about your recommendations and experience so we can all share
the knowledge we all gain
traveling the world.

Ady Nordman

GGI member firm
Hirsch, Lottem & Co. - Law Offices
(Law Firm)
Ramat-Gan, Israel
Ady Nordman
E: ady@nordman.co.il
W: www.hlnlaw.co.il
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GGI BOOK REVIEW

LATEST GGI NEWS

My Life in
Leadership

Adam Crowson joining
GGI North America

The Journey and
Lessons Learned Along the Way
By Frances Hesselbein
Frances Hesselbein has written an
intimate memoir that moves the reader
with the stories of Hesselbein’s life experiences; My Life in Leadership: The Journey and Lessons Learned Along the Way
also conveys the core principles and beliefs that have made her one of America’s
most respected leaders.
Coming from the bottom as a Girl
Scout troop leader and later local council
director, Frances Hesselbein is known for
taking over the helm of the slowly fading
Girl Scouts of America and revitalizing
it to an organization that is thriving and
also relevant. She is a lifelong follower
of Peter Drucker. After leaving the Girl
Scouts she became CEO of Drucker`s
Foundation for Non-Profit Management,
which is now the Leader to Leader Institute. In 1998 she was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the highest
civilian award in the US.
The power of diversity, inclusion and
the gift of kindness are just few of the
many important principles of being an
effective leader stated by Hasselbein, but
she says her greatest lessons came from
CONTENT

the stories and examples of ordinary people in her life — her grandparents, her
parents, her husband, and many others
— and this is the experience what made
Frances Hesselbein the woman she is today.
256 pages, ISBN: 0470905735

GET PDF

In this edition of The Insider, GGI
would like to formally introduce Adam
Crowson. He has been recently hired to
help grow our GGI member presence
throughout North America. Part of the
time, he will be working out of the Boston regional office. The other part will
be spent traveling frequently to meet
GGI member firms, both old and new to
strengthen the network.
Currently, he is traveling throughout
the Midwest continental United States
together with Claudio Cocca, GGI Chairman & Founder. They have met a great
deal of candidate firms in an effort to
expand our GGI network during this
month long trip.
In his academic life he has always
had a passion for the Macroeconomics.
He ultimately obtained his bachelor’s
degree in Business Finance at the University of Nevada in Las Vegas.
His father, who served in the United
States Air Force for nearly two decades,
has since been working in all forms of
banking and financial services. Adam
took this opportunity, both during and
after his education, to work for his father’s company and learn as much as
possible about the financial services
and consulting industry.

Adam Crowson
He is currently managing the renovation of our Boston regional office. This
GGI North American Regional Head Office will be operating by the first of July.
We will be holding an opening ceremony
later in the year and cordially invite all
GGI members and friends to attend. We
would also like to thank our GGI member Richard Mastrocola and his team at
Tonneson + Co, for helping make our
new regional office possible.
GGI welcomes Adam Crowson to our
organization. He is here to support you
and our growing network.
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Further conferences
What: Pocket MBA: Finance for Lawyers Summer 2011
Where: New York, NY, also webcast available on 2-3 June, 2011 (9:00 AM
Pacific)
When: 13-14 June, 2011
Brief description: An understanding
of key accounting, financial and economic concepts, principles and terminology will contribute to your ability to
interact with and advise your clients
with their critical issues. The ability to
identify and appropriately use financial

What: Summer Course on European
Taxation Law
Where: Trier, Germany
When: 14-17 June, 2011
Brief description: The essence of this
course is to provide the participants
with an introduction to the sources of
taxation, the fundamental freedoms,
the taxation of physical persons (in topics like residence, succession etc.), the
taxation of legal persons (permanent
establishment, companies, transfer of
seat etc.), indirect taxation, VAT and
applying double taxation conventions.
CONTENT

and accounting information is relevant
to a wide range of legal and regulatory
matters for both external and in-house
attorneys. Litigators and transactional attorneys alike will benefit from this
practical course designed specifically
for the non-accountant attorney and
taught by members of the nation’s top
accounting, tax and advisory firms, major alternative asset managers and investment banks and leading law firms.
More information

The course will focus on case-studies,
applying instruments and concepts
learned during the presentations to tax
law practice.

More information
GET PDF

and events
What: Climate Law Conference 2011 –
Future Prospects for Climate
		
Finance and the Carbon Market
Where: London, UK
When: 23 June, 2011
Brief description: After three editions of
the Berlin Climate Law Conference, this
year we will meet in London. The Climate
Law Conference 2011 which will deal with
the “Future Prospects for Climate Finance
and the Carbon Market: A Legal Perspective” is scheduled for the 23 June at King’s

What: Private Equity Forum
Where: New York
When: 11-12 July, 2011
Brief description: At this program, a distinguished panel of experts will discuss the
basics of the private equity practice from
fund formation to private equity M&A. Experts will guide you through an array of key
topics, including current issues in private
equity investing and private equity funds;
dealing with fund sponsor issues; current
regulatory, legislative and tax issues; and
how private equity funds are addressing
compliance issues raised by the current

College London. Reflecting on the latest
round of negotiations in Bonn in June
2011, a select group of high-level experts
will discuss the position of leading industrialized nations regarding climate finance
and predictions for the carbon markets
beyond 2012

More information

environment. This program is designed to
provide an understanding of the business
and legal issues relating to private equity
investment.

More information
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Please click the button!

Contact
If you wish to be removed from
the mailing list, send an email to
info@ggi.com. Let us know what you
think about INSIDER. We welcome your
feedback.

Head office
Geneva Group International AG
Forsterstrasse 70
8044 Zurich
Switzerland
T: +41 44 256 18 18
F: +41 44 256 18 11
E: info@ggi.com
W: www.ggi.com
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Disclaimer

GGI Membership
Directory 2011 / 2012
10% discount on all online purchases
The GGI Membership Directory
2011/2012 is available in the GGI
web shop. The directory contains a
complete list of GGI member firms,
including the addresses, contact persons and areas of expertise of individual practices.
The directory is a brilliant tool
to demonstrate your firm’s international strength and global reach. The
directory can be obtained from the
GGI online shop via www.ggi.com. If
you purchase the GGI membership
directory online you will receive 10%
discount on all purchases made before 30 June 2011.
Further advertising materials,
such as GGI pennants and books,
can also be acquired from the online
shop or directly from GGI Head Office.

International Directory 2011/2012

One of the leading global networks of independent professional law,
accounting and consulting firms

The information provided in this INSIDER came from reliable sources and
was prepared from data assumed to be
correct; however, we neither accept liability for nor are we able to guarantee the
content.
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